
Multiplication and Division
Welcome



Today...

We will focus on the skills covered in Y3 and Y4 for multiplication.



Introduction

Written methods of calculations are based on mental strategies. Each of the four 
operations builds on mental skills which provide the foundation for jottings and 
informal written methods of recording. 

Skills need to be taught, practised and reviewed constantly. These skills lead on to more 
formal written methods of calculation. Strategies for calculation need to be represented 
by models and images to support, develop and secure understanding. This, in turn, 
builds fluency. When teaching a new strategy it is important to start with numbers that 
the child can easily manipulate so that they can understand the methodology. 



Aims:

Year 3 – 

● TU x U
● TU ÷ U 



Aims:

Year 4 - 

● TU x U
● HTU x U

● TU ÷ U
● HTU ÷ U



Let’s focus on multiplication...

The basic idea of multiplication is repeated addition.



Where should they have come from?



For year 3 and 4...



Times Tables...

Primarily, multiplication recall is important.

By the end of Y3, the expectation is that children know their 2, 5, 10, 3, 4 and 8 times 
tables.

By the end of Y4, the expectation is children know all their tables.

How can you support this?



Skip counting...

Skip counting is the first step; 3, 6, 9 …

The children should be able to count forwards and backwards.

Starting with a visual can help. This could be blocks, counters, anything!

3 6 9



Skip counting...

Task:



Recall...

Once children are able to skip count, you can focus on the recall of question to answer.

Again you can use visuals to help. You can link it to repeated addition using an array.

3     +      3     +     3     +     3          =   12 → 3 x 4 = 12



Songs...

Children love songs!

They are cheesy and catchy!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dzVyBQ5uTbo


Games...

Games are always a great and fun way to get children

 learning and practising their times tables.

Examples: 

● Lots of great games online; https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/7-11-years/times-tables
● Snap, find the pair, beat the clock, times table competition

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/7-11-years/times-tables


Little and often!

When you’re sitting at traffic lights or waiting in the doctor’s surgery it is the perfect 
opportunity for a bit of times table practice! 

It’s always better to just spend a few minutes reciting or testing times tables rather than 
going into overdrive and spending too long practising them.



Formal methods...

Grid method:    32 x 2 =

If needed, you can use place value counters to support the method. 

x 30 2

2



Formal methods...

Grid method:    32 x 2 =

x 30 2

2



Formal methods...

Grid method:    32 x 2 =

60 + 4 = 64

x 30 2

2 60 4



Formal methods...

Grid method:    132 x 2 =

200 + 60 + 4 = 264

x 100 30 2

2 200 60 4



Expanded Formal...

45 x 3 =

5 x 3 =

40 x 3 =

H T O

4 5

X 3

___________________

1 5

1 2 0

_____________________

1 3 5



Let’s focus on division...

The basic idea of division is repeated subtraction.



Where should they have come from?



For year 3 and 4...

8 8



Place value coins to start...



Formal methods...

Chunking!    

155 ÷ 5 =



Bus Stop...



Bus Stop...



Next steps!

Once children are confident in using the formal methods, you can move onto problems 
where children can apply their knowledge.



Any questions?


